
7 Natural Anti-Aging and Health Secrets 
That You Can Start Implementing Today To 

Turn Back The Clock   

Discover how to stay younger, look and feel  
your best… WITHOUT spending a fortune on plastic surgery OR 

endless hours at the gym  



Hey and thanks a bunch for your 
interest in getting my “7 Natural Anti-
Aging and Health Secrets”!  

My name is Caroline Karlsson, I’m 
Swedish, but for the last 10 years I’ve 
been living abroad in Portugal, Italy, 
Tennessee, USA, and now Malta, with 
my husband and our  
16-year old son.  

I’ve always been very interested in 
health, anti-aging and wellness related 
topics. So I’ve attended courses, 
trainings and I’ve read many books, 
articles, research and studies related to 
this.  

Health is so important… Because if you or your nearest family members have 
health issues, life is not the same….  

Diseases and health problems can happen to anyone, even people who live a 
“super healthy” lifestyle.  

And there are people who live an “unhealthy” lifestyle, who never get sick!  

However, if you are proactive and do your best to live healthier, if you consider 
what you eat and drink, and if you make sure you give your body the nutrition it 
needs, these actions may increase your possibilities to live a healthier, more 
active and youthful life.  

I hope you’ll get value from this report and enjoy reading it!  

!  
  Health Enthusiast & owner  
    of carolinekOnline.com 
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Introduction: 
  
Have you ever heard the expression: “You are what you eat”?  

There is actually a lot of truth in it… What we eat affect us much more than most 
people are aware of. What we eat may also affect our skin and the aging 
process.  

Due to biochemical reactions in your body that occur with every type of food you 
eat on a daily basis, some foods age you FASTER than your real age, while 
other foods help to FIGHT aging. 

Eat the wrong foods regularly, and you can look and feel 10 or more years 
OLDER than your real age (not fun!) ... but eat the right foods, and over time, you 
can start to look 5-10 years YOUNGER than your real, biological age.  

I guess most people know that it’s healthy to eat fruit and veggies, but perhaps 
don’t know exactly what they should avoid if they want to support their health 
and not age faster than their real age.  

Therefore, I’ll start with what you should consider to avoid or at least eat and drink 
less of as my “secret” number 1… 
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1) Consider what you eat and drink  

It’s a fact that what we eat and drink can decrease or increase the risk of 
developing chronic diseases such as high blood pressure, diabetes and obesity. 
It can also make us old before our time.  

Scientific research has shown how important food is to healthy aging, some 
foods can even make you age faster (yikes!), and one big culprit is….processed 
sugar….  

One of the most important things to do in order to live healthier is to stop eating 
fast food and processed food.  

!  

This is so important!  

Fast food and processed food just give you empty calories. You hardly get any 
nutrition at all, and they are most often loaded with unhealthy additives and 
chemicals.  

And since this kind of food also don’t give you healthy nutrients, your body will 
soon start craving more food…. so if you often eat this kind of food, you’re 
likely to gain weight and get health issues.  
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Here follows a list of what you should avoid or at least consume less of to support 
your health and youth - and the reasons why:  


Processed sugar 
It accelerates aging, causes spikes in inflammation and blood sugar and too 
much of it will make you fat.  

Canola oil  
It’s a highly processed, highly refined and highly oxidized oil used in processed 
foods. It’s also a genetic modification of the rapeseed plant, and Monsanto’s 
“Roundup Ready” herbicide is heavily used in canola crops.  

Soy bean  
Most Soy is GMO, heavily pesticide and unfermented. Soy may mimic estrogens, 
cause infertility in women and also hormone imbalance. The only soy that’s 
healthy is fermented soy products.  
  
Avoid everything that is GMO 
Be especially careful with corn (also corn starch, corn syrup etc), soy and sugar 
(sugar beets are often GMO). GMO products may damage your liver and kill off 
probiotics in your gut.  

Artificial sweeteners  
Sweeteners such as Aspartame, NutraSweet, Splenda and Sweet’ N’Low may 
cause i.a. anxiety, bloating, depression, headaches and joint pain. They may 
even contribute to weight gain and diabetes.  

High fructose corn syrup (HFCS) 
HFCS is linked to weight gain, ADHD, diabetes, body-wide inflammation, 
dementia and accelerated aging.  

MSG / Glutamat  
Common in processed foods, can damage the body’s natural appetite control 
(leptin resistance) and can also cause the pancreas to produce more insulin.  

Trans fats  
Trans fats is any fat that is hydrogenated. Trans fats raise bad cholesterol and 
are implicated in heart disease and cancer.  

You should also pay attention to your body’s reaction to gluten and 

dairy products…. 
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Many people are allergic or sensitive to gluten and dairy.  

Gluten and Grains  
There are studies showing that people with digestive and skin problems or joint 
pain or any auto-immune disease, get much better – or even cured – if they stop 
eating gluten, and in some cases, skip grains all together.   

Conventional Dairy Products 
Due to the fact that cattle get too much antibiotic drugs, anti-fungal drugs and 
hormones, you should avoid to eat and drink conventional dairy products.  
Choose grass-fed, hormone free, antibiotic free when you have the choice.  

If you want to read more about foods that age you, here is an interesting article by 
a certified nutrition specialist: 


==>> Foods That Accelarate Aging  
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2) Eat and drink more of this  

If you guess “more vegetables and fruit”, you’re right!  

Try to exchange your pasta for a salad or a side dish of e.g. broccoli or 
asparagus.  

Kale, spinach, broccoli, cauliflower and cabbage are very powerful and can 
help fight off cancer cells. Kale and spinach are a great base for smoothies.  

Berries, such as blueberries, blackberries, strawberries and raspberries, are 
super foods. They are full of antioxidants and e.g. blueberries have anti-aging 
formulas like Resveratrol in them.  

Exchange your dessert for a bowl of berries now and then or a home-made 
sorbet!  

A really tasty and healthy dessert is a home-made sorbet. You just mix a ½ 
avocado with e.g. a cup of frozen raspberries or cubes of mango in the blender, 

add some vanilla sugar if you want, and it’s done! 


Best choice of drink: Plenty of pure and filtered water. If you want, you can add 
flavor to your water with fruits or slices of lemon.  
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Coconut products are very good for your health and beauty. Start each day with 
a teaspoon of coconut oil – it fights off bacteria and is a natural detox. You can 
also add some coconut oil or coconut water in your smoothie.  

Use your kitchen more often! Choose foods sourced as close to nature as 
possible, and prepare it and cook it yourself most days of the week. This can 
save you money AND 500-900 calories a week!  
 

  

When you have the choice, choose organic, hormone free and antibiotic free 
food.  

Lean protein such as organic and 100% grass fed beef is a super healthy 
choice of meat. So is chicken as long as it’s organic (and hormone- and 
antibiotics free).  

Don’t avoid “good” sources of fat, your body and brain need healthy fat!  

Organic extra virgin coconut oil and organic extra virgin olive oil are two 
examples of healthy and health promoting sources of fat.  

Some others sources are: almonds, avocado, cashews, flaxseeds, macadamia, 
pecans, pistachios, pumpkin, sunflowers and walnuts.  

Just don’t eat too much of it!  
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3) Make your home toxic free   

Besides choosing healthier alternatives for foods and drinks, what else can we 
do to proactively support our health and longevity?  

Well, we can also avoid as many chemicals and toxins in our homes as 
possible.   

We live in a world surrounded with toxins, there are toxins in the air we breathe, 
in our furniture, in the clothes we wear, in the food we eat, in prescription drugs, 
in our body lotion, shampoo, makeup etc….  

The sad truth is that there are studies of newborn children, showing that even 
they have toxins in their bodies at birth…  

So unfortunately, it’s not possible to avoid all toxins.  

But what we CAN do to protect and support our health is to avoid toxins and harsh 
chemicals whenever we have a CHOICE.  


We can for example choose to buy and use toxic free and safe household 
products we use every day like:  

• Laundry Detergent  
• Cleaning Materials   
• Hand Soap 
• Shower Gel  
• Shampoo  
• Body lotion  
• Facial Creams  
• Makeup  

Small quantities we're exposed to every day are likely to be more dangerous 
to our health because the natural defense system in our bodies to get rid of the 
toxins does not get activated with small quantities as it does with a large quantity.  

Over a longer period of time, these toxins can accumulate in our organs and 
cause serious damage. 
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Another aspect of the chemicals and toxins we're exposed to every day is that 
environmental chemicals don't exist in isolation.  
We’re exposed to many different chemicals in trace amounts. Alone each may be 
weak, but when mixing low doses of several chemicals, this "cocktail of 
chemicals" may cause serious damage to our health.  

If you want to make a change today and stop using TOXIC and potentially 
harmful personal care products, here is some information about a company 

that offers great toxic FREE shampoo, lotion, skin care, make up etc: 

=>> https://www.carolinekonline.com/safe-and-healthy-products
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4) Do some exercise  

Exercising is another important aspect for staying younger and look your best.  

However, don’t think that you must spend hours per week exercising.  

The important thing is that you move when you can and also preferably do 
some kind of exercise 2-3 times per week.  

A couple examples of easy things you can start doing today are: take the stairs 
instead of the elevator, park your car a bit further away from the mall entrance on 
the parking lot and walk instead of taking the car whenever you can.  

And in case you have very little time to work out? No problem.  

Short bouts of high-intensity exercises for 15-20 minutes, like a brisk walk, can 
keep your waistline down just as well as longer exercise sessions.  

And most importantly: choose a form of exercise or workout that YOU like 
and enjoy.  

What do you enjoy most?  

Play basketball or football with your kids, dance (e.g. Zumba), swimming, take a 
brisk walk with a friend or running? 

 Choose 1-2 activities you ENJOY and commit to do it 2-4 times per week.  
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5) Get enough sleep  

Catch More Zzzz’s…!   

To get enough sleep is more important than most people think to stay 
young, healthy, feel and look their best.   

I remember when I was in my 20s, I read an article about sleep and it said that 
it’s possible to “train” your body to only need 4-5 hours per night.  

I thought it was a great idea, because there are just SO many things you want to 
do, therefore, the more hours you’re awake and can do things, the better!  

So I really worked on it, but I soon realized I could not “function” properly with just 
4 hours sleep. 6 hours was ok for me as a minimum, but not 7 days per week. I 
needed, and still need, between 6-8 hours per night during the week.  

Now I also know that it’s really important to sleep more than 4-5 hours per night, 
because it’s during the night while we’re sleeping that our body’s organs have the 
opportunity to re-generate and our liver is doing its best to detoxify.  

Best for your overall health and wellness is to sleep between seven to  
eight hours each night.  

Skimping out on sleep can also easily cause you to eat more sugar and other 
high-calorie foods the following day. I always crave more sweet things if I’m tired 
and have slept too few hours.  

If you have sleep problems, here are some tips: 

 => http://www.carolinekonline.com/cant-sleep-9-tips-how-to-stop-sleep-problems/ 
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6) Smile every day  

Don’t forget to SMILE!  

Smiling not only makes you look younger and feel more relaxed.  

Positive emotions and attitudes are also beneficial to your health.  

Scientists have found that emotions such as happiness, motivation, and self-
confidence can improve physical health, hasten recovery from illness, and 
reduce the risk for disease. 
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7) Support longer telomeres to reverse aging  

In the Chinese tradition of medicine, it's been said that the human body can live 
to an incredible age if it's provided with super nutrients, and if toxins and 
wastes are removed.  

What I think most people are interested in is not to live as many years as 
possible, but to stay as healthy and as “young” (body and mind) as possible 
even as they get older.  

The aging science is moving fast forward, and there are today ways to stay 
and look younger that has nothing to do with any beauty surgery.  

There are ways to turn back the aging clock that are super expensive and need 
visits to the surgeon and daily shots… But that’s not what I’ll tell you about here.  

What I will tell you about, is a way to potentially reverse aging with special 
natural nutrient and supplement formulas.  

This is based on a discovery that won the Nobel Prize a few years ago. In 2009, 
Professor Elizabeth Helen Blackburn was awarded the Nobel Prize in Physiology 
or Medicine, sharing it with Carol W. Greider and Jack W. Szostak.    

Nobel Prize motivation: "For the discovery of how chromosomes are 
protected by telomeres and the enzyme telomerase."   

In case you've never heard about "telomeres" or "telomerase", I'll explain what 
they are, in a very simple way. 

Telomeres: Telomeres are protective caps of repetitive DNA at the ends of the 
23 pairs of chromosomes in every single human cell.  

Their function in the body appears to be protecting the DNA in the chromosomes 
and the chromosomes themselves from fraying and damage (just like the tips on 
the ends of shoelaces keep them from fraying).  
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So the telomeres protect our cell's chromosomes from fusing with each 
other or rearranging, that would lead to abnormalities - which can lead to e.g. 
cancer. The cells are normally destroyed when their telomeres are consumed.  

Telomerase: This is an enzyme that our bodies manufacture, which builds 
and maintains the telomere cap. But as we age, we produce less telomerase, 
resulting in the telomeres growing shorter. As they shorten, it's like a clock 
counting down in our bodies.  

Young cells have longer telomeres, older cells have shorter telomeres and 
scientists speculate that the shortening of our telomeres is what causes aging.  

Therefore, the hypothesis is that if we can support longer telomeres, 

then we can reverse aging! 


So what can you do to support longer telomeres and thereby stay young or 
even grow younger?  

The answer is a special blend of nutrients that have been shown to support 
longer telomeres.   

Superfood, herbal and supplement products have been and continue to be 
developed, targeted to protect the telomeres. Some herbs and extracts that are 
used in these products are: Resveratrol, Astragalus, Bacopa, Ginseng, Gotu 
Kola, Fenugreek and Rhodiola.  

However, as with all kind of supplements, it’s important to not choose the 
cheapest ones, just because they are cheap.  
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It’s crucial that the doses of the active ingredients are correct, that is, not 
too high and not too low, and also: That the ingredients are highly 
bioavailable.  

If a supplement is not bioavailable, then the body is not able to absorb the 
nutrients, so it’s a total waste to take that supplement! This is the case with 
most synthetic health and nutritional supplements.  

Instead you should choose supplements that use as natural ingredients as 
possible.  

Do you want to learn the newest breakthrough strategy, how to 

Reset Your Biological Clock and Grow YOUNGER as You Age? 


�  

For more information about an all-natural and safe formula for 

turning-back-the-clock, click here:


=>> The Anti-Aging Expert's Best Formula To Turn Back Time 
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Some Final Words:  

I hope you’ve found some value in reading this report, and that you can use one 
or more tips I’ve shared.  

There is a lot of information about anti-aging and about what food is healthy, 
what is not healthy etc.   

Therefore, I encourage everyone to always do their own research about what’s 
healthy to eat and drink and so on, to reach their own conclusion and also to find 
out what works best for them, their unique needs and so on.   

And if you have a special health condition, you must naturally first of all take that 
into consideration and talk to your doctor before you change your diet or start 
taking supplements etc.   

However, I believe and my personal conclusion is that most people can reach 
health benefits, stay younger, feel and look their best if they:  

• Avoid eating too much fast food and processed foods, and instead 
choose organic, natural, hormone free and antibiotics free whole 
foods  

• Avoid sodas and other sugary drinks, and instead choose water 
(pure and filtered) as their main source of drink  

• Make sure their bodies get the nutrients needed, in the first place 
from real food, then from supplements (made of natural and not  
synthetic ingredients)  

• Make their homes less toxic: by choosing environmental friendly 
laundry detergents, cleaning materials, kitchen utensils etc.   

• Choose to have the major part of the items in their bathroom 
cabinets natural and toxic free: from shampoo, shower gel and body 
lotion, to skin care products and makeup   

• Don’t skimp out on sleep…and smile more often! :-)  
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In case you feel somewhat overwhelmed after reading this report…., and you feel 
like:  

“I can’t make all those changes of food, drinks, makeup etc., because I can’t…
XXX (e.g. stop eating processed foods/ stop drinking soda) and I don’t have…. 
YYY ….(e.g. time to workout/ time to cook dinner)”  

Then I’d suggest you to consider 1-3 things you don’t find that hard to 
change in your life.  
And start with that!  

Even 1 change today is an improvement compared to yesterday! 


For example, you can make a statement like: I choose from now on to…  

1) …mainly drink water, and maximum for me is 1-2 sodas per week  
2) …only eat fast food once per week  
3) …start walking 30 minutes 3 times per week  
4) …only buy organic meat  
5) …start using natural and toxic free personal care products (shampoo, 
shower gel, makeup etc.)  

That’s a great start!  
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Then after a few weeks you can consider 1-3 more things you can change in 
your every day life that you think would improve your health and lifestyle! 

If you’d like more information and advice about healthy eating, AND over 1,000 
healthy recipes in different categories, you’ll find it all here:


=>> The Food Cure Healthy Eating Program 
 
If you have any thoughts or questions about something in this report or if you 
have any questions about any of the products that I mention or recommend, 
please contact me here:  

==>> https://www.carolinekonline.com/contact/  

Thank you for reading this report!!!

If you’d like to *share this report with friends and family:  
 You’re welcome to do so!  

For more tips about anti-aging, weight management and healthier choices: 
 

  

Like Natural & Toxin FREE on Facebook:  
==>> https://www.facebook.com/naturalandtoxinfree  

*Share it without changing it! This report is protected by copyright law and may not be copied or changed. 
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Disclaimer:  

I’m not a doctor, a certified nutritionist, a nurse or anything like that.  
I’m not “promising” any cures. I’m just sharing with you what I believe support my 
health and what has helped me to stay healthier and younger - in my opinion that is ;-).  
This report is not based on my own “ideas” or theories though, but it’s based on concepts 
from health classes I’ve attended, books and articles etc. written by doctors, nutritionists 
and natural health practitioners.  

Also: The statements in this report have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug 
Administration. Any product mentioned is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or 
prevent any disease.  
The information contained in this report is for general information purposes only. 

Please also note: Don’t rely on any information in this report as medical advice. 
Always ask your doctor first before adding any supplements or changing your diet 
or start exercising.  

Affiliate disclaimer:  

If you buy a product that I recommend in this report on a page directly after clicking on a 
link in this document, there might be a commission that I earn from that amount. I only 
promote products I myself have tested or believe in, I advice you however to always do 
your own research before buying anything. 

I frequently recommend products for general information purposes only. While I 
endeavor to keep the information up to date and correct, no representations or warranties 
of any kind, expressed or implied, are made about the completeness, accuracy, reliability, 
suitability or availability with respect to the information, products, services, or related 
graphics contained for any purpose. Any reliance you place on such information is 
therefore strictly at your own risk.  

Copyright:  

This report is protected by copyright law and may not be copied or changed.  

You are allowed to print this report and also to share it via email, social media etc, as 
long as you leave it as is and don’t change anything of its content or links. 
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